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1. Summary of the results 

 We have been developing a boundary-integral methodology (BIM) for simulations of SEAS 
(Lapusta et al., 2000; Lapusta and Liu, 2008; Noda and Lapusta, 2010; Lambert et al., 2021; Larochelle et 
al., 2021), which incorporates laboratory-derived rate and state friction laws supplemented with enhanced 
dynamic weakening due to shear heating and computations of the temperature and pore pressure evolution 
in the shear zone and heat/fluid diffusion into or away from the fault; involves slow, tectonic-like loading; 
fully accounts for inertial effects (wave-mediated dynamic stress changes) during dynamic rupture; 
resolves all stages of seismic and aseismic slip, including the gradual development of the frictional 
instability; and results in realistic rupture speeds, slip velocities, and stress drops. We have expanded the 
BIM methodology to include fluid diffusion along the fault and approximations for off-fault plasticity 
(Lambert et al., 2021; Larochelle et al., 2021).  
 We have actively participated in the code comparison led by Drs. Erickson and Jiang, including 
helping to formulate the benchmarks themselves. Even the initial relatively simple problems highlighted 
unexpected issues in different codes, such as the choice of boundary conditions and their importance in 
the long-term response of the fault (Erickson et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2022). Valère Lambert, supported 
by this award as a student at Caltech, has become a co-leader of the SEAS code comparison effort and 
developed two new benchmarks. 
 We have also continued to study what can be reliably inferred from such simulations, especially 
in the presence of marginal resolution and simplifying modeling assumptions, using the problem of the 
interaction between two seismogenic (velocity-weakening, VW) fault segments separated by a velocity-
strengthening (VS) barrier (Fig. 1). We have used this example, of high relevance to the issue of rupture 
jumps between segments and UCERF, to investigate the effect of wave-mediated stress changes and 
resolution on the long-term behavior of the model and, specifically, on the probability of jumps.  
 For relatively short faults, which are 10-20 times larger than the nucleation size, one can obtain 
the same long-term response if sufficient resolution is achieved.  However, this resolution needs to be 
finer than that for individual dynamic ruptures; otherwise, numerical errors accumulate and lead to 
divergent results.  This makes SEAS simulations extremely challenging, as they aim to resolve multiple 
seismic and aseismic events. 
 For sufficiently long faults compared to the nucleation size, we find that long-term sequences of 
events can substantially differ even among simulations that are well-resolved by standard considerations, 
due to accumulation of numerical errors coupled with highly non-linear nature of the problem (Figures 1 
and 2; Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). In such simulations, some outcomes, such as static stress drops and 
average stresses, are stable among adequately-resolved simulations (Figure 3), whereas others, such as the 
rate of two-segment ruptures, can be highly sensitive to numerical procedures and physical assumptions, 
and hence cannot be reliably inferred (Figures 1 and 4; Lambert and Lapusta, 2021).   
 Increasingly oversized cells, with or without wave-mediated effects, (i) result in progressively 
more complex response, with broader distribution of event sizes, consistent with conclusions of prior 
studies (e.g., Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993), and (2) significantly modify the probability of two-segment 
ruptures. Moreover, we find that a number of fault models with different properties and modeling 
assumptions can produce comparable frequency-magnitude statistics and static stress drops but have rates 
of two-segment ruptures ranging from 0 (single-segment ruptures only) to 1 (two-segment ruptures only) 
(Figure 4). 
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 We have summarized our findings in a schematic diagram that shows how convergence of the 
simulations depends on the fault length and resolution (Figure 5). 
 The significant sensitivity of the rate of multi-segment ruptures to small changes in our numerical 
models implies that such hazard parameters may also be sensitive to physical perturbations on natural 
faults. This consideration motivates further evaluation of meaningful metrics for describing long-term 
fault behavior and assessing seismic hazard, tasks for which physics-based modeling is well-suited.   
 
2.  Relevance of the project goals to the objectives of SCEC 
Our study involves verifying, optimizing, and developing codes that simulate earthquakes sequences and 
aseismic slip, which significantly contributes towards developing realistic earthquake simulators with 
predictive power, as in P5.a, and towards P1.e and P2.e in understanding the transfer of stress among fault 
segments on varying time scales, including during the dynamic rupture processes itself. The comparison 
and optimization of the various numerical procedures also contributes to the SDOT research priority of 
addressing “the appropriate scale for capturing fault interactions, the adequate representation of frictional 
behavior and dynamic processes in long-term interaction models, fault roughness, 3D structure and its 
influence on dynamics and faulting behavior, complexity and uncertainty.” Our proposed modeling 
development will contribute to a number of research priorities of FARM, including “developing physics-
based long-term simulations of earthquake sequences on fault systems “ and “determine how seismic and 
aseismic deformation processes interact.”  
 
3. Verifying, improving and expanding upon BIM procedures for simulations of long-term fault slip 
Simulating long-term slip histories is quite challenging because of the variety of temporal and spatial 
scales involved. Slow loading requires hundreds to thousands of years in simulated time and fault zone 
dimensions are in tens to hundreds of kilometers. At the same time, rapid changes in stress and slip rate at 
the propagating dynamic rupture tip occur over distances of order meters and times of order a small 
fraction of a second.  
 Such simulations are commonly done using quasi-static or quasi-dynamic approaches (e.g. Kato 
and Tullis, 2001; Hori et al., 2004; Duan and Oglesby, 2005; Liu and Rice, 2005; Hillers et al., 2006; Ziv 
and Cochard, 2006; Segall et al., 2010; Kaneko et al., 2011; Kanda et al., 2012; Richards-Dinger and 
Dieterich, 2010, 2012), in which inertial wave-mediated effects are either ignored or much simplified. 
However, the simplified approaches can lead to vastly different long-term slip histories and average fault 
stresses, e.g. in models with enhanced dynamic weakening (Thomas et al., 2014) because wave-mediated 
dynamic stress redistribution qualitatively changes the effects of dynamic weakening, leading to dramatic 
differences in slip patterns and stress states between fully dynamic and simplified calculations. In 
addition, wave-mediated stress redistribution can lead to substantial qualitative differences in the long-
term behavior of models, with or without enhanced dynamic weakening, that involve structural 
complexities or barriers  (Thomas et al., 2014; Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). 
 Our BIM modeling approach is uniquely suited to address such problems (Lapusta et al., 2000; 
Lapusta and Liu, 2008; Noda and Lapusta, 2010). It allows us to accurately treat loading intervals of 
thousands of years and to calculate, for each earthquake episode, initially quasi-static accelerating slip 
(nucleation process), the resulting dynamic rupture break-out and propagation with full inertial, wave-
mediated effects, post seismic deformation, and ongoing slippage throughout the loading period in 
creeping fault regions. We are working on developing the approach further by incorporating coupling 
with fluid flow (Larochelle et al., 2021), incorporating simplified representations of off-fault dissipation 
(Lambert et al., 2021), and coupling it with models of inelastic bulk behavior (work in progress).  Note 
that the dynamic rupture portion of the BIM approach has been verified in the dynamic rupture code 
comparison (Day et al., 2005; Harris et al., 2009).  
    
4. Effect of model assumptions on the simulated long-term interactions between two fault segments 
and extreme sensitivity to numerical stress perturbations 
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 How dynamic ruptures navigate fault segmentation has strong implications for seismic hazard 
analysis. Earthquakes are capable of jumping fault segments, such as the 1992 Landers earthquake, which 
succeeded in rupturing across at least 4 fault segments, amounting to a Mw 7.3 event (Sieh et al., 1993). 
Determining what conditions allow a dynamic rupture to propagate or arrest are key to understanding the 
maximum potential magnitude of an earthquake. Previous modeling of single fully dynamic ruptures have 
shown that the capability of a rupture to propagate across segments is dependent upon the initial stress 
and strength conditions, as well as the geometry of the fault system (Harris et al., 1991; Harris and Day, 
1993; Harris and Day, 1999; Hu et al., 2016). However, the single rupture simulations need to grapple 
with appropriate initial conditions and cannot directly consider the effect of previous seismic and aseismic 
slip as well as interseismic loading.  Earthquake ruptures spanning multiple segments have also been 
simulated in the long-term simulators that employ several simplifications, including inertial (wave-
mediated) effects (Dieterich and Richards-Dinger, 2012; Shaw et al., 2015).  
 Using our existing capabilities to consider a single planar fault, we have investigated the 
significance of (i) incorporating wave-mediated stress changes and (ii) numerical resolution for the case 
of the interaction between two co-planar seismogenic segments separated by a velocity-strengthening 
barrier (Lapusta, 2018; Lambert and Lapusta 2021; Figure 1). Using this relatively simple 2D model, we 
find that some quantities of interest, such as the probability of jumps between segments, vary even among 
simulations that are well-resolved by standard considerations (Figure 1, Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). This 
issue arises for the practically important case when the fault is long compared to the nucleation size. In 
that case, simulations result in a wide distribution of rupture sizes, which differ even among very well-
resolved simulations due to subtle accumulation of numerical differences interacting with the highly 
nonlinear nature of the problem (Figure 2). Some simulated earthquake source properties, such as the 
scaling of average slip, stress drop and rupture size, as well as energy-based rupture quantities and the 
history of average stress on the fault, are similar among adequately-resolved simulations, suggesting that 
they may be reliably estimated from well-formulated numerical models (Figure 3). However, others 
properties, such as the frequency of two-segment ruptures, are highly sensitive to numerical discretization 
even among well-resolved simulations and cannot be reliably inferred from such numerical studies 
(Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). The significant sensitivity of the rate of multi-segment ruptures to small 
changes in our numerical models implies that such hazard parameters may also be sensitive to physical 
perturbations on natural faults.  
 Our results further demonstrate that simplifying the inertial effects to quasi-dynamic 
representation and using oversized cells significantly affects the rate of two-segment ruptures, as well as 
the complexity of the resulting earthquakes sequences (Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). Importantly, we find 
that models with similar frequency-magnitude event statistics and static stress drops can have very 
different rates of two-segment ruptures, i.e., very different probability of jumps. In fact, we find that a 
range of models with different numerical and physical assumptions can produce jump rate varying from 1 
(all ruptures jump) to 0 for the same fault geometry and barrier size, while also producing comparable 
frequency-magnitude statistics with similar b-values and static stress drops (Figure 4). Hence matching 
frequency-magnitude event statistics and static stress drops does not guarantee predictive power for the 
probability of ruptures jumping across the unfavorable barrier.   
 We summarize our findings in a schematic diagram that shows how convergence of the 
simulations depends on the fault length and resolution (Figure 5).   
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Figure 1: Different long-term earthquake sequences and different percentages of two-segment ruptures in 
three simulations with different resolution. a) Schematic for the model of two velocity-weakening 
segments separated by a velocity-strengthening barrier; we consider a depth-averaged representation of 
the model to enable fine numerical resolution. b) Resolution of the shear stress at the rupture front. For 
well-resolved simulations, the cohesive zone is resolved by several cells. (c-e) 4000 years of earthquake 
sequences for simulations using (c) oversized cells and (d-e) small enough cells to resolve the cohesive 
zone. Contours in blue and red represent earthquakes that do and do not rupture across both segments, 
respectively. The simulations with adequate discretization exhibit initially nearly identical slip histories 
that eventually substantially diverge. The resolution is excellent in both cases, with the quasi-static 
cohesive zone at the rupture tip resolved by 36 and 72 cells, respectively. The simulation using oversized 
cells that do not resolve the rupture front has different slip history and substantially different jump rate of 
0.15. Adapted from Lambert and Lapusta, 2021.  Minor differences in model assumptions can lead to 
substantial differences in the jump rate, as shown further in Figure 4 and Lambert and Lapusta (2021). 
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Figure 2: Compounded effects of very minor differences in adequately-discretized simulations result in 
diverging long-term earthquake sequences. (a-c) Virtually identical evolution of local shear stress with slip 
and time during the first rupture of adequately-discretized simulations of the same fault model with different 
resolution. The rupture nucleates near x = 30 km and early on in the rupture the local behavior is comparable 
among adequately-discretized simulations (b), however the local behavior already begins to exhibit very 
minor differences in resolved shear stress later on in the rupture.  (d-g) Comparison of the prestress and 
resulting slip distributions for several events of two well-resolved simulations, illustrating how the 
accumulation of small numerical differences in shear stress eventually lead to different rupture sizes, timing 
and ultimately sequences of events. Adapted from Lambert and Lapusta, 2021. 
 

Figure 3: Some average source 
properties such as stress drops are consistent among adequately-discretized simulations (red and 
yellow dots) despite differences in long-term earthquake sequences, but differ for simulations using 
oversized cells (blue dots). Adapted from Lambert and Lapusta, 2021. 
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Figure 4. Models with comparable frequency-magnitude statistics and static stress drops but different 
rates of two-segment ruptures. (A-F) Cumulative frequency-magnitude histograms (top) and history of 
cumulative slip (bottom) over 4000 years in (A-C) fully dynamic and (D-F) quasi-dynamic SEAS 
simulations. Contours for seismic slip are plotted every 0.5 s, with ruptures that jump across the VS 
barrier colored blue. All six simulations produce comparable average static stress drops and comparable 
population statistics with a b-value around 0.33. However, the rate of two-segment ruptures varies from 0 
to 1. Adapted from Lambert and Lapusta, 2021. 
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Figure 5. Conceptual diagram illustrating potentially convergent versus divergent numerical behavior 
depending on resolution and model complexity, parameterized by the instability ratio. Well-resolved fault 
models with low enough instability ratio appear to be numerically deterministic where adequate 
discretization results in virtually indistinguishable numerical outcomes. Fault models with higher 
instability ratio may either have more stringent requirements for numerical discretization in order to 
achieve long-term convergence, or such convergence may be impossible; either way, achieving numerical 
convergence in simulations of sufficiently complex fault models, such as with higher instability ratios, 
would be impractical. In such cases, it may still be possible to achieve statistical consistency among some 
outcomes within well-resolved simulations, though other properties of the system may be highly sensitive 
to numerical precision and considerably vary depending on the numerical procedures.  
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